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SINGAPORE: Kochadaiiyaan will hit Indian theatres this month, the first part of the Rajni-Deepika
bromance, starring the ever-reliable Arijit Singh in the pivotal role. It will release on March 29. The
event in India has been eagerly awaited and will be an important night for the music industry. We
cannot predict the box-office performance, and there is no way to know what will come out of this

decision, but we can enjoy the good things on the way. SINGAPORE: Kochadaiiyaan, the first part of
the next instalment in the Rajnikanth-Deepika love story is now slated to hit the screens on March

29. Directed by the two time National award winner S Prabhu, the film revolves around the two
leads, and is their matrimonial drama. Though it has been four years, the success of the two dance
numbers in the film has paid great dividends for the film. A new trailer for S Prabhu's Kochadaiiyaan
has been unveiled. With Deepika Padukone, Rajinikanth, Aditi Rao Hydari and Arjun, the latest teaser

is a visual treat, showcasing the gorgeousness of the film. The film also boasts of a very powerful
soundtrack too. The audio rights of the film have been bought by India's leading music label,

Hungama Digital Media Entertainment. A teaser poster of Kochadaiiyaan shows that it is all set to hit
theatres on March 29. The National Award winning director S Prabhu has made the first look official
and it shows Deepika Padukone in a sari, Rajinikanth in a crown and Arjun and Aditi Rao Hydari in

stunning looks. The teaser consists of Rajinikanth's first look in a crown and Deepika Padukone in a
sari. The style of the film is a departure from the earlier films by the legendary star, with S Prabhu

opting for a more modern look and feel. Kochadaiiyaan has got an interesting plot. Rajinikanth's wife
Padmini is away on a trip for business, and she has asked her husband to keep an eye on the kids,

while she is away. One fine day, Rajinikanth spots a girl who looks exactly like his wife and
immediately takes a liking to her.
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Kochadaiiyaan is a Hindi movie released on the year 2014, Directed by Subhash Kapoor and
Produced by Subhash Kapoor, Ashutosh Kulkarni. It features Arya, Ritika Singh, Shivamani, Aditi Rao
Hydari in the lead roles. It is a remake of the Telugu film, ‘Kochadaiiyaan’. IT is a romantic comedy,

comedy film produced by Ashutosh Kulkarni and directed by Subhash Kapoor. Watch online
Kochadaiiyaan hindi Kochadaiiyaan hindi is a hindi Movie Directed by Subhash Kapoor and Produced
by Subhash Kapoor. It features Arya, Ritika Singh, Shivamani, Aditi Rao Hydari in the lead roles. It is

a remake of the Telugu film, ‘Kochadaiiyaan’. It is a romantic comedy, comedy film produced by
Ashutosh Kulkarni and directed by Subhash Kapoor. On Monday December 9, 2014, Kochadaiiyaan

became the first Hindi film to be sold on iTunes. Original title in English is Kochadaiiyaan,
Kochadaiiyaan referred to as Kochadaiyaan in English. The hindi title means a long life

Kochadaiiyaan hindi was released in USA on Friday January 16, 2014 as Kochadaiiyaan. On this day
Kochadaiiyaan won the National Award for Best Popular Film Providing Wholesome Entertainment.

Kochadaiiyaan hindi Kochadaiiyaan video song: Kochadaiiyaan hindi song: Kochadaiiyaan hindi lyrics
Kochadaiiyaan hindi audio song Kochadaiiyaan hindi song download Buy Kochadaiiyaan CD album

from iTunes. Kochadaiiyaan 7th January 2015 movie Watch Online with HD Quality Free Download on
Hindi Movis with Original Sound Track | iTunes Charts on Kochadaiiyaan hindi mixtape download

Download Kochadaiiyaan hindi movie in High Print Quality free. Kochadaiiyaan hindi movie in 5.1.
The movie was produced and directed by Ashutosh Kulkarni and distributed by GK Release, Film

Exchange, Dharma Productions, Reliance. Kochadaiiyaan 7th January 2015 movie Watch Online with
HD Quality Free Download on Hindi Movis with Original Sound Track | iTunes Charts on
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